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Abstract: Automation in software delivery process is considered best practice in secure Software development life cycle(sSDLC) and DevOps Deployment of software occurs multiple times in a week, day or within a span of few minutes. Manual deployment of the code and database which comprises the desired software is not only tedious but also prone to errors. The Continuous Integration and Continuous Deployment (CI/CD) pipeline ensures that the software delivery is done in an efficient and reliable way so that the software is available for use at any instant of time. In this paper, we discuss a basic approach towards development of customised CI/CD pipeline with static analysis tool (SAT) integration providing greater reliability to our architecture. SAT is one of the major component of sSDLC which checks the codebase for static errors that helps in identifying potential bugs and vulnerabilities. This approach is vital for smaller teams in industries having less bandwidth or in long term academic projects. We discuss the development of a customised CI/CD pipeline in detail. Finally, a ReactJS based GUI is designed to obtain the pipeline status and SAT results.
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1. Introduction

In a software development life cycle, secure and efficient software delivery to the end-device or end-user makes the development meaningful. The software delivery in industries or in institutions is achieved manually, but is increasingly being replaced by DevOps essential, Continuous Integration and Continuous Deployment (CI/CD) pipeline since the manual deployment is prone to errors and time consuming to catch up with the pace of software development and enhancement. Today, industries are using numerous open source as well as commercial deployment pipelines, but teams in some industries rely on manual deployment due to the small size of the project or lack of bandwidth and budget. Development of basic CI/CD pipeline from scratch provides a way of customisation for specific projects in industries, saving team bandwidth and fetching immense knowledge in academic activities. Integration of the Static Analysis tool in this pipeline adds a way to debug the software without actually running it. Coding and compliance requirements must be met and making mistakes isn’t an option in industries. Static analysis checks for various issues in code and assures the code to be in compliance with the industry standards by detecting early bugs, vulnerabilities and security flaws. The Static analysis is done by analysing a subset of code against a vast set of coding rules. The integration improves the efficiency of continuous integration pipeline in specific. The sections in this paper discuss the development of deployment-centric
CI/CD pipeline for website delivery. The pipeline is equipped with the graphical user interface (GUI) depicting the status of the pipeline blocks and static analysis results.

2. Literature Survey

Automated unit-tests are very difficult to implement for dynamically typed programming languages. Statically typed programming languages like Java have mature test production tools. However, due to lack of knowledge on the type of language and the dynamic character of language, it is considerably harder to automatically produce supporting tests for dynamically typed programmes like Python. This paper [1] explains the testing issue with the dynamically typed languages. The competence of the organisation to provide high speed services and applications includes competitiveness on the market effectively. These management processes require quick and effective management practises and resources. When developing applications in the cloud changes must begin at software engineering level, so our DevOps processes must be automatic by means of cloud- and non-cloud DevOps automation tools. The objective of this paper is to transfer DevOps to Cloud and become flexible when developing and running applications. At the same time, it is the research’s main approach to consider how to apply this DevOps framework and automation to public and/or private clouds. This article examines the rise of DevOps as a dramatic shift in the IT environment to enhance the processes. The objective is to understand how DevOps and Cloud work together to help companies achieve their transformation objectives. [3] The productivity of projects has improved in agile practises with the approach of continuous integration and continuous delivery or continuous deployment (CI/CD). Development benchmarking is an important activity since the living system is interrupted. A load test to calculate planned device status should be carried out in the new version. Due to simulated traffic conditions, the conventional method of load testing cannot determine the efficiency of the output. This approach [4] has expanded the CI/CD Pipeline for three phases of automation called bench-marking, load testing and scaling to solve these problems. It minimises the system interference using a test bench method when bench-marking the system and uses load monitoring with production traffic, which results in more exact results. The device scaling can be assessed once the bench-marking and load test phases are finished. The pipeline was initially built with the Ansible automation server Jenkins CI and Git repository. As the microservices architecture is being incorporated widely everywhere. Monolithic architecture (MA) performs poorly in the scalability of a system. There is a lot of overhead generated which in turn reduces throughput drastically. Hence, there is a need for the migration of old Monolithic architecture to microservices architecture for large scalable systems. This paper is the definition of a strategy that would be capable of supporting migration from Monolithic Architecture to a Microservices Architecture. The strategy solely aims to be applied on monolithic systems, assisting their evolution into a microservices architecture system. This migration strategy helps the newly created systems to leverage the benefits offered by microservices architecture, for example, scalability and maintainability of the systems. The existing software based on monolithic architecture can use this strategy to migrate into new and more flexible microservices-based systems, evolving into a more powerful system. Microservices architecture (MSA) has improved scalability, maintainability and evolvability. [13] Describes an efficient method of transforming from MA to MSA. It provides a five-step process to break a MA to assign the split to relevant business units starting with function analysis and then the business unit identification, its analysis and assigning every business units to create a final microservices architecture from the inputs from each module. The strategy provided requires a lot of refinements to be into a final production stage. [13]
3. Development of CI/CD pipeline

The development of the CI/CD pipeline begins with the acquisition of triggers or events which automatically execute the pipeline blocks. The basic foundation that hosts the pipeline stages and End-points or otherwise called Application Programming Interfaces (APIs), which automatically triggers the pipeline script, is built using the Python Flask application. The block diagram for the basic CI/CD pipeline is shown in Figure 1.1. The setting up of the flask application for the pipeline execution, and development of various stages for the deployment are discussed in following sections.

3.1. Setting up Flask Application

The flask application sets up the foundation for the pipeline server which is deployed in debug mode to keep track of the application correctness. The events which are designed to trigger the pipeline execution are:

1. WebHooks: Event providing information or notification of the code commit into Version control tool like GitHub,
2. Time Triggered database generator script: Event following the automatic update of the existing database. The time trigger is achieved through CronTab where the execution of the script is scheduled in a virtual environment. The database is copied automatically before the trigger through Secure Copy and Secure File Transfer Protocol. The cURL POST notifying the availability of a new database is named with the database version label for easier backup.
3. Administrator CLI: Command Line tool providing basic external control on the pipeline. The development of this Admin Command line is discussed in section 4.5.
4. Static analysis tool: The Static analysis is invoked after unit-tests in the pipeline. The tool after completion responds with the code analysis report. The response is analysed for errors or flaws and the pipeline is moved to the next block.

Figure 2: CI/CD Pipeline Block Diagram
The flask application analyses the triggers received and invokes the pipeline blocks according to the trigger type. For a code commit event and new database push, the pipeline is completely executed covering all the blocks. The Static analysis event runs irrespective of the other trigger type as an integral part of the pipeline. Specific blocks of pipeline can be executed using the Admin Command Line. The pipeline blocks are implemented as functions in the flask application.

3.2. Updating Code-base

The first step in the software deployment is obtaining the latest version of the software in the deployment machine. The source code for any software is stored in the version control tools like GitHub, which is used for implementation of this paper. The deployment script on receiving the trigger navigates to the local repository where the remote repository is cloned. The cloned repository includes the necessary source code required for the deployment of the software to the end-device/user. It is very important to note that code changes are not done in the deployment machine in general and in the deployment repository in specific. This leads to the abrupt change in 'upstream server' and local changes might perform differently from what was designed. The Steps involved in Codebase updation include:

1. Accessing Local Remote Repository: The deployment script navigates to the local repository located on the deployment machine to check for the repository state as a first step.
2. Saving Local Repository State: There are events which can modify the local changes to deploy the software reliably to the correct destination. These changes are saved before updating the codebase to avoid source code mismatch, which might lead to unintended results once the software is deployed.
3. Updating and Merging Local Repository: The codebase is updated based on the trigger received after the code commit. The challenge in automatically updating the local repository is avoiding the security prompt when extracting the updated git repository. The security prompt is overcome with the use of GitHub Personal access Token (PAT) and having a remote url for the repository set for the deployment machine.

3.3. Continuous Integration Pipeline

Continuous integration (CI) is a software development process in which every time a team member changes, small modifications are tested to the underlying code in the application. CI seeks to speed up the release process by allowing teams to detect and resolve defects early during the development cycle and to promote stronger communication between the developers.

1. Build: It is basically designed to create a functional software instance that can potentially be sent to the end user. If the build stage is not passed, the configuration of the project would be crucial. The build phase in this paper is used to install the unavailable dependencies for the software that is being deployed. The requirements are provided as a .txt file by the developer in the code-base which is then to install the packages specified in the file. After the dependencies are installed, numerous modules of the software are packaged into a single executable instance using bash script. This software package is invoked into the pipeline.
2. Unit-Testing: Once the code-base is merged in the local machine, the modules that make the software together need to be tested for error and flaws before they are deployed to the end-user. The unit-testing in this paper is done using python-
inbuilt unit-testing library. The Unit-testing begins with the import of the modules that need to be tested. Unit-testing is done separately for the software modules with the functions that implement the functionality for software are tested with independent Test Cases. The modules are automatically tested in the pipeline using Discover. A complete coverage report is obtained from the unit-testing. The coverage threshold is set to 85%. If the threshold is not met, the pipeline declines the updated software and the previous version is deployed.

3. Static Analysis: This stage basically adds the static checks to the code. Doing a static analysis helps in finding out the early bugs and vulnerabilities and also keeps the code in compliance with the coding standards and uniform style formatting. This stage is a must in making CI/CD secure. More about static analysis tool is explained in further sections.

4. Integration Tests: The integration tests are performed on the complete source code modules to check the functionality as intended when the modules are run together. The integration testing in this paper is essentially communicating the unit-testing test cases among different modules. The test suite is extended to perform integration testing using python context managers.

The Continuous integration pipeline developed in this paper adds an extra element of static analysis over the conventional pipeline. The unit-tests are automated providing both test and coverage results. Since the pipeline design is deployment centric, the continuous integration is limited to deployable modules in the source directory. Once the continuous integration phase is passed successfully, the pipeline slides to the continuous deployment block.

3.4. Continuous Deployment Pipeline

The pipeline proposed in this paper is implemented in a webpage. Therefore, its deployment after integration and testing is prepared for deployment in essentially three phases:

1. Database acquisition and sanitisation: The database, generated on different machines, is copied to the deployment machine using secure copy and secure file transfer protocol with database name as “data_Label.db”. The flask server receives the database along with its label from the database generator through cURL. The database label received from API is searched in the databases directory where the database was copied from the database generator. The database label which matches with the flask request is then verified for its correctness among database tables. If database sanity is verified, it is deployed to the end device through the back-end server.

2. Backend Server Deployment: The back-end server holds all the data that is fetched by the webpage. The back-end server obtains the data from the database based on the requests from the user. Since the requirements required for the back-end needs to be tested again along with various other command line functions like spawning a virtual environment, navigating through directories, a bash script is developed for the backed server deployment, which is then invoked into the pipeline using python subprocess.call() command.

3. Web Server Deployment: Once the back-end server is running the APIs are open to be accessed by the web-server. So, the web-server is deployed after the back-end to prevent the delays between the UI loading and data fetching. The web-server is deployed using yarn build which ensures again that there are no dependencies which are left to be installed that would essentially lead to failure of the deployment. Once the web-server is successfully built, yarn serve serves the
web page or dashboard to the end-user which can be accessed anywhere from the internet. The upstream server is set to the IP that is specified during development.

4. Report Generation: A very vital step in any CI/CD pipeline is report generation and notification facility. Since the complete process is automated, one is not in light about the process that is being carried out by the automated pipeline on requests received. The report contains vital processes including the Code-base updation status, Unit-test results along with coverage, Static analysis results and software deployment status. The report also includes the snapshot of the deployed dashboard to ensure that the dashboard is displayed as intended. The path to the log file and other navigation information is also included. The report is mailed on selecting the option in the CI/CD pipeline dashboard. The Python `smtplib` package is used to send an email notification to the dashboard administrator after every deployment is completed by the pipeline. The UI equipped with this CI/CD pipeline also provides an option to directly download the deployment report.

In the proposed CI/CD pipeline, every process is logged into a customized log file which displays log information in a color-coded manner for better understanding of the process. The log file is arranged in banners for a particular block of the CI/CD pipeline, so that the developer or administrator can easily navigate to the block, in case of failure or for process details. Every step in the CI/CD pipeline development discussed in this section is designed with exception handling to ensure that at no point of time, the server is frozen or terminated due to any technical or logical errors. In case of error or any haphazard behaviour of the pipeline the administrator or developer is instantly notified.

3.5 Command Line for pipeline control

The continuous integration and continuous deployment pipeline is automated and is running at every instant of time listening for triggers. In such cases, there is a high probability that the functionality deviation of the pipeline or the tools invoked in the pipeline are deployed and are unnoticed. An unified Command-line interface is developed that provides multiple options to the administrator to deploy, freeze, restart or gracefully shutdown the server in case of critical failures, which was notified from the report generation step in section 4.2. On initializing the admin Command line Interface, the following options are provided for the user to control the CI/CD pipeline externally. The flask APIs process the CLI options to perform the intended action including running a specific block of pipeline.

1. Complete Re-Deployment: The complete CI/CD pipeline is executed starting from updation of codebase. This option is mainly used in this paper to re-deploy the backup databases when the deployed database is not correct or there is a redundancy in the deployed database.

2. Re-deploying Continuous Integration Block: This is an important option to be present to externally test the code-base to ensure that there are no changes made to the deployed code-base after deployment. The developer can also use this option to test the code while debugging the issue. With this option the CI/CD pipeline can be explicitly used as a Build and Test tool to evaluate the software before deploying either through the pipeline proposed in this paper or through external CI/CD tools.

3. Re-deploying Continuous Deployment Block: This option deploys the back-end server and the web-server without executing the continuous Integration block. So, using this option the admin can easily revert the local changes and externally
re-deploy the back-end server and web-server without having to wait for the pipeline to receive the trigger.

4. Complete pipeline shutdown :This option is only used under critical failures in deploying the software. On complete shutdown, the pipeline is 'gracefully terminated' by releasing the ports that were used by the servers, the virtual environment is deactivated and cleared for residue code cache.

One important and handy feature of this admin CLI is that the script can be run like an application on any device that is connected to the intranet. This helps the administrator and the developers to control and manage the pipeline at their convenience remotely without having to access the deployment server whenever there is a need for re-deployment or complete shutdown or just running the Build and Test. It is important to note that the report is generated and the process is logged for every action taken and is mailed to the person invoking the pipeline using Command line options given.

3.6. Comparison with available CI/CD tools

The CI/CD pipeline discussed in this paper provides a basic software delivery mechanism which is designed specifically as a deployment centric CI/CD pipeline. The CI/CD tools available today provide better features than the pipeline being proposed. The tools are to be enabled through payment for obtaining complete access. This is less adaptable for small project size and smaller teams in industries. The proposed pipeline, though raw, provides comparable features and improved functionality when compared to available tools with well-equipped GUI.

In general, CI/CD tools available today comprise basic pipeline blocks like updating codebase, Build, tests and deployment. The proposed pipeline adds a static analysis functionality to the pipeline which enables the code to be verified even before testing for bugs and vulnerabilities. This added feature not only detects code flaws but also checks for code quality.

Another Important highlight proposed is that the database sanitization and deployment can also be included in the pipeline by just specifying database path in the configuration, similar to specifying path for deployment repository. The deployment report is smartly mailed to the admin in case of normal deployment with triggers and is mailed to the operating person when triggered from the admin Command Line Interface. The Admin Command Line is another added feature which enables developer or operator to Start, stop, freeze or even run specific blocks of the pipeline remotely from anywhere on the internet.

The Important aspect of the proposed pipeline is that it is completely integrated with Terminal Multiplexer, also called TMux. This helps the pipeline to work in a systematic manner where each block is executed as a separate window in the TMux. This provides greater stability and debugging capability to the pipeline. The process information can be easily viewed from the TMux console for each block. Using TMux provides an edge over software disaster management where the software can be terminated with just one command that closes the TMux session.

The limitations of the proposed tool with available CI/CD tools is that the source code supported is limited to Python, Bash, JS (ReactJS) and GoLang, whereas the tools available today are compatible with numerous coding languages. The proposed tool comes with overhead of setting up the configuration and TMux session for the first run which also enables it to be a completely customizable pipeline.
4. Static Analysis Tool in CI/CD

Static Analysis can be described as one of the methods of debugging where a SAT automatically examines source code without actually running the program. It checks for various issues in code and assures the code to be in compliance with the industry standards. It helps the development team to produce error free code. On-time delivery of high-quality releases are must and should for the product development team. Coding and compliance requirements must be met and making mistakes isn't an option. Static Analysis speeds up the process of identifying early bugs and security flaws. Static Code Analysis and Static Analysis are used interchangeably; they are also known as source code analysis. Static analysis is done by analysing a subset of code against a vast set of coding rules. This type of analysis looks for flaws in source code that could lead to vulnerabilities. This can, of course, be accomplished through manual code reviews. However, using automated tools is far more efficient. Static analysis is frequently used to ensure that coding guidelines, such as MISRA, are followed. It’s also frequently used to meet industry standards, such as ISO 26262.

The static analysis tools can be implemented in CI/CD pipeline in broadly three ways. One is by installing it while running the CI/CD pipeline, this method can be followed if the static analysis tool is of small size. Golangci-lint is one of the small footprint static analysis tool which can be installed during the CI/CD run and made to lint the code and show the errors in a file. The Second method of incorporating static analysis tool is by using a separate software outside the CI/CD pipeline like SonarQube which is open source software that can lint code written in more than 20 programming languages. These external softwares can be made to provide a verdict on the current code base and then make the Static Analysis stage pass or fail accordingly. The third way is by aggregating many of the linters into a single program which can be built in the build stage of the CI/CD and then run in the static Analysis stage to provide a boolean output which decides to pass or fail the stage. If there are issues found in the code then the Static Analysis stage must fail and output a file containing the description of the errors found in the code, location of the error and optionally the name of the linter.

The CI/CD pipeline designed in this paper takes a boolean Input from the Static Analysis tool, if there are errors then a boolean False is returned and vice versa. The errors found are logged into a single file which is then redirected to a GUI for displaying the errors found and the description of the errors in a web tool.

5. Design of GUI

The GUI[graphical user interface] is designed and developed on React JS[JavaScript]. React is an open-source front-end JavaScript library for building user interfaces or UI components. It is maintained by Facebook and a community of individual developers and companies. React can be used as a base in the development of single-page or mobile applications. The GUI is developed here for the CI/CD tool where the home page consists of the pipeline regarding the tasks completed. There is also a progress bar showing the percentage of work completed. The Run button triggers the CI/CD pipeline and Schedule button is used to setup a Cron Job to run CI/CD at scheduled time. The Download and Send Email Button perform the respective operations on the report.
6. Conclusion

The pipeline is built over a flask server that executes on receiving triggers from various sources like GitHub, static analysis tool, database collector script and from the administrator CLI. The pipeline built is completely customised to be deployment centric. It is built over Tmux which provides greater visibility and adaptability. The GUI shows the progress of the CI/CD pipeline and also has an option to display all the issues identified by the Static Analysis Tool.

7. Future Scope

The CI/CD automation can be extended to further level by reducing the memory footprint of the static analysis tool! The CI/CD pipeline which is now running on Tmux Session can be executed as a Linux Service with complete Linux Daemon Life-cycle in place. The configuration of the pipeline is currently semi-automated which can be automated to completely prevent human intervention and provide seamless software delivery. As a
Next-Gen solution the database table created in the backend can be directly pushed to Apache Kafka Server, which can then be imported in Grafana Application.
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